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â€œI wish I could find the words to tell you the story of our village after you were killed.â€• So begins
Senegal Taxi, the new work by one of contemporary poetryâ€™s most vibrant voices, Juan Felipe
Herrera. Known for his activism and writings that bring attention to oppression and injustice, Herrera
turns to stories of genocide and hope in Sudan. Senegal Taxi offers the voices of three children
escaping the horrors of war in Africa. Unflinching in its honesty, brutality, and beauty, the collection
fiercely addresses conflict and childhood, inviting readers to engage in complex and often
challenging issues. Senegal Taxi weaves together verse, dialogue, and visual art created by
Herrera specifically for the book. Stylistically genre-leaping, these many layers are part of the
collectionâ€™s innovation. Phantom-like televisions, mud drawings, witness testimonies, insects,
and weaponry are all storytellers that join the siblings for a theatrical crescendo. Each poem is told
from a different point of view, which Herrera calls â€œmud drawings,â€• referring to the evocative
symbols of hope the children create as they hide in a cave on their way to Senegal, where they plan
to catch a boat to the United States. This collection signals a poignant shift for Herrera as he
continues to use his craft to focus attention on global concerns. In so doing, he offers an
acknowledgment that the suffering of some is the suffering of all.
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Herrera, a fine poet, and winner of the National Book Critics Circle award, has taken on the voices

of those suffering in the Sudanese war. Artfully done so that the reader keeps wanting to read. That
is hard to accomplish. By using voices of those suffering, young and old, the tragedy of war is
revealed. Excellent book. I am recommending to my students.If you think poetry can't reach people,
give them this book. Give it to anyone who has been through war and starvation and fear.
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